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Pittsburgh Has a Severe Spending Problem  
 

In a recent report, we compared Pittsburgh with similarly sized cities in order to benchmark the 
City's expenditure levels as well as staffing levels for police and fire. The results showed that 
Pittsburgh was--on a per-capita basis--one of the highest spenders and far out of line with the peer 
group cities on its fire spending and staffing.   
 
Critics of the Institute report and defenders of the status quo in Pittsburgh argued that it was 
unfair to compare Pittsburgh with these cities, some of which are located in southern and western 
states.  We reject this argument. After all, if one wants to be competitive, one must compare 
favorably with the best performing competitors, not just the also-rans. Nonetheless, out of 
curiosity, we have constructed a new sample that includes three cities we used previously (St. 
Louis, Cincinnati, and Minneapolis) while adding six cities that are part of the "rust belt" 
(Buffalo, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Milwaukee, and Detroit) in place of cities from the 
"sun belt".  Spending data was updated to fiscal year 2004.   
 
These changes altered the characteristics of the sample. The average population of the new 
sample was over 500,000; all of the cities lost population from 2000 to 2002; and the average per-
capita income was lower than the group of the similar sized.  
 
The updated data set shows Pittsburgh's budgeted per-capita general fund expenditures to be 
$1,189 in 2004.  The other nine cities have average spending of $1,047 per-capita.  This places 
Pittsburgh's general fund expenditures $142 above the average of these "rust belt" cities.  Only 
Detroit, Philadelphia, and St. Louis spent more per-capita. It is worth noting that all three 
Pennsylvania cities in the sample--Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and Harrisburg-- had per-capita 
spending amounts near the top of the sample. 
 
If Pittsburgh were to cut spending to the per-capita average of the other cities, savings of $45 
million could be realized.  In our earlier study, Pittsburgh was found to �overspend� by more than 
$100 million per year. 
 
It is also instructive to look at a smaller sub-sample of "rust belt" cities that could be considered 
Pittsburgh's natural competitors--Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Buffalo.  All three are spending 
below the level of Pittsburgh with per-capita amounts of $988, $1,000, and $1,017 respectively in 
2004.  This puts Pittsburgh's expenditures at nearly 20 percent above the average ($1,002) of its 
neighbors.  If these are the cities Pittsburgh would like to compare favorably with, then the City 
has a lot of work to do. It will require a $60 million reduction to get to the average spending of 
the three neighboring rust belt cities.    
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We also compared per-capita spending levels for police and fire, as well as staffing levels for the 
total number of employees in these departments per 1,000 people.  Pittsburgh was quite low in the 
sample on police spending at $275 per-capita.  The average for the group was $339, and all of the 
cities spent more than Pittsburgh with the exception of Minneapolis. Pittsburgh had 3.4 police 
employees per 1,000 people, also significantly lower than the group average of 4.7.  Layoffs in 
the summer of 2003 play a part here, but so does the fact that many of these cities are high crime 
areas (Detroit and St. Louis, in particular) and had very large police departments. 
 
However, on fire spending and staffing, Pittsburgh is very high compared to other places.  
Pittsburgh's per-capita expenditures of $247 were well above the average of the other cities 
($170).  Buffalo ($245) spent just under Pittsburgh's amount and Cincinnati ($235) was not far 
behind, but those were the only cities close to the level of Pittsburgh's spending.  To be sure, 
significant savings could be achieved if spending levels were adjusted closer to the average of 
other cities. On staffing per 1,000 people, Pittsburgh's total (2.8 per 1,000) trailed only Buffalo's 
level (3 per 1,000) but was well above the average for the other cities of 2.1 employees per 1,000 
people.   
 
The bottom line? Even compared to "rust belt" cities, Pittsburgh�s overall government spending 
does not compare favorably.  The unavoidable conclusion is that Pittsburgh must lower its 
spending and taxing substantially if it hopes to ever return to solid economic growth, job gains 
and tax base expansion.  
 

 
 

 

City
2002 

Population Square Miles
2000 Per-

Capita Income

% Population 
Change, 2000-

02
Philadelphia 1,492,231        135 16,509$            -1.7
Detroit 925,051           139.6 14,717$            -2.8
Milwaukee 590,895           96.1 16,181$            -1
Cleveland 467,851           77 14,291$            -2
Minneapolis 375,635           54.9 22,685$            -1.8
St. Louis 338,353           61.9 16,108$            -2.8
Pittsburgh 327,898           55.6 18,816$            -2
Cincinnati 323,885           78 19,962$            -2.2
Buffalo 287,698           40.6 14,991$            -1.7
Harrisburg 48,540             8.1 15,787$            -0.8
Average 517,804          75 17,005$           -1.9

City
Per-Capita 
Spending City

Per-Capita 
Spending

Pittsburgh 1,189$             Cleveland 1,000$              
Detroit 1,286$             Cincinnati 988$                 
Philadelphia 1,257$             Milwaukee 842$                 
St. Louis 1,217$             Minneapolis 698$                 
Harrisburg 1,126$             Nine City Average 1,047$             
Buffalo 1,017$             Average w/o Philadelphia 1,021$             
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City
Per-Capita 

Police Per-Capita Fire

Police 
Employees per 
1000 Residents

Fire 
Employees 

per 1000 
Residents

Pittsburgh 275$                247$                      3.4 2.8
Cleveland 360$                163$                      5 1.9
Buffalo 277$                245$                      3.7 3
Milwaukee 305$                151$                      4.9 1.9
Harrisburg 339$                157$                      4.8 2.1
Cincinnati 347$                235$                      4.3 2.6
St. Louis 385$                140$                      5.8 2.5
Minneapolis 239$                115$                      2.6 1.2
Detroit 452$                197$                      5.2 2.1
Philadelphia 347$                125$                      5.6 1.8
Nine City Average 339$               170$                     4.7 2.1


